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Methods

An ensemble model of competitive multi-factor
binding of the genome
Todd Wasson1 and Alexander J. Hartemink1,2,3

1Program in Computational Biology and Bioinformatics, Institute for Genome Sciences & Policy, Duke University, Durham, North

Carolina 27708-0090, USA; 2Department of Computer Science, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27708-0129, USA

Hundreds of different factors adorn the eukaryotic genome, binding to it in large number. These DNA binding factors
(DBFs) include nucleosomes, transcription factors (TFs), and other proteins and protein complexes, such as the origin
recognition complex (ORC). DBFs compete with one another for binding along the genome, yet many current models of
genome binding do not consider different types of DBFs together simultaneously. Additionally, binding is a stochastic
process that results in a continuum of binding probabilities at any position along the genome, but many current models
tend to consider positions as being either binding sites or not. Here, we present a model that allows a multitude of DBFs,
each at different concentrations, to compete with one another for binding sites along the genome. The result is an
‘‘occupancy profile,’’ a probabilistic description of the DNA occupancy of each factor at each position. We implement our
model efficiently as the software package COMPETE. We demonstrate genome-wide and at specific loci how modeling
nucleosome binding alters TF binding, and vice versa, and illustrate how factor concentration influences binding occu-
pancy. Binding cooperativity between nearby TFs arises implicitly via mutual competition with nucleosomes. Our method
applies not only to TFs, but also recapitulates known occupancy profiles of a well-studied replication origin with and
without ORC binding. Importantly, the sequence preferences our model takes as input are derived from in vitro ex-
periments. This ensures that the calculated occupancy profiles are the result of the forces of competition represented
explicitly in our model and the inherent sequence affinities of the constituent DBFs.

[Supplemental material is available online at http://www.genome.org. The COMPETE software is available at http://
www.cs.duke.edu/;amink/software/compete/.]

Hundreds of different factors adorn the eukaryotic genome,

binding to it in large number. These DNA binding factors (DBFs)

are quite diverse. For example, nucleosomes occupy 75%–90% of

the genome (Van Holde 1989), and DNA and RNA polymerases

traverse large swaths of it at a time. In contrast, transcription fac-

tors and other specialized proteins and protein complexes—like

the origin recognition complex (ORC)—bind to very specific

regions of the genome, often only at specific times or under spe-

cific conditions. Key cellular processes involving the genome—

including replication, transcription, and chromatin packaging—

are regulated by the spatio-temporal interactions of these various

DBFs with DNA and with each other. Consequently, it is critical

that we understand how these factors interact as they bind to the

genome.

In particular, DBFs bind to the genome in competition with

one another, jockeying for position along the DNA. As one exam-

ple, to fit into the nucleus, DNA is highly compacted into chro-

matin in a hierarchy of levels. The lowest level is the formation of

nucleosomes, where ;150 base pairs of DNA are coiled around

a histone octomer. Since transcription factors (TFs) bind primarily

exclusively of nucleosomes, TF binding sites depend not only on TF

sequence specificity, but also on competition with nucleosomes

(and other DBFs, including other TFs). Yet, few current models of TF

binding take competition with nucleosomes and other TFs into

account, and few current models of nucleosome binding take

competition with TFs into account. Current models that do con-

sider nucleosomes and TFs together suffer from various drawbacks,

such as being restricted to small genomic regions or coarse resolu-

tion (Teif 2007), or a lack of genome-wide improvement of posi-

tioning as a result of this incorporation (AV Morozov, K Fortney, DA

Gaykalova, VM Studitsky, J Widom, ED Siggia, http://arxiv.org/abs/

0805.4017). Although a few models of TF binding consider a small

number of TFs at once at single-nucleotide resolution (Sinha 2006;

Segal et al. 2008), these do not consider nucleosomes. We need

approaches that can model the interactions along the entire ge-

nome of large numbers of DBFs of varying kinds, including both

nucleosomes and arbitrary numbers of TFs.

A separate problem of current models is that most consider

DBF binding to be a discrete, or binary, phenomenon. This leads to

a view in which certain genomic positions are annotated as DBF

binding sites, while the rest are assumed to be unbound. But the

energetics of binding clearly indicates that DBF binding is a con-

tinuous phenomenon. This leads to a contrasting view in which

genomic positions are not annotated as binding sites using the

set {0, 1} but rather the interval [0, 1]. Under such a view, a DBF may

bind anywhere in the genome, but more energetically favorable

locations will be bound more frequently. Furthermore, the fre-

quency of binding at any particular location will also depend on

DBF concentration, a point ignored by nearly every model (some

notable exceptions being Djordjevic et al. 2003; Bintu et al. 2005;

Segal et al. 2008).

A continuum view of DBF binding is consistent with a wealth

of recent experimental data. Large-scale transcript sequencing

studies reveal that many genes do not have a single well-defined

transcription start site (TSS), but rather a distribution over TSSs

(Miura et al. 2006); that many genes are not spliced using well-

defined acceptor/donor sites, but rather using a distribution over

acceptor/donor sites (Chern et al. 2006); and that transcription is

initiated not just at the TSSs of genes, but in many places in the

genome (Suzuki et al. 2001). In addition, large-scale chromatin
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immunoprecipitation (ChIP) studies reveal that RNA polymerases

are located not only upstream of genes, but in many other places in

the genome (Steinmetz et al. 2006), and that TFs are bound not

only to some promoters and not others, but rather in a continuum

of detectable binding (Harbison et al. 2004). Computational

studies have demonstrated that a continuum view of TF binding is

useful in determining the probability of a promoter being bound

somewhere by a single TF (Granek and Clarke 2005), in building

models of TF sequence specificity (Berger et al. 2006; Foat et al.

2006), and in understanding the contributions of weak binding to

transcriptional regulation (Tanay 2006; Segal et al. 2008).

In summary, we need models of continuous genome bind-

ing that take into account competition by many DBFs of various

kinds and at varying concentrations and are capable of doing so at

genome-wide scales and single-nucleotide resolutions. Here, we

present a first such model. Our model takes as input the sequence

specificities and concentrations of multiple kinds of DBFs, along

with a genome sequence; it then computes as output the proba-

bility that each position in the genome will be occupied by each

kind of DBF when these factors are in competition with one an-

other for binding locations. This ‘‘occupancy profile’’ for each DBF

across the genome is computed as the thermodynamic ensemble

average over all valid binding configurations, each occurring with

a different frequency in accordance with a Boltzmann distribution.

We have implemented our model in a software package called

COMPETE (Competitive Occupancy: Multi-factor Profile Evalua-

tion of a Thermodynamic Ensemble). COMPETE is computation-

ally efficient: Entire yeast chromosomes with hundreds of different

kinds of DBFs can be processed in minutes. It is flexible and ex-

tensible, allowing incorporation of any DBF with sequence-specific

binding preferences. We demonstrate this by considering simulta-

neously the binding of TFs, nucleosomes, and ORCs across the ac-

tual sequence of the yeast genome. Our model represents a signifi-

cant early step toward the goal of understanding, at a mechanistic

level, the interactions between factors regulating different genomic

processes like replication, transcription, and chromatin packaging.

Results

An extended ‘‘musical chairs’’ contest view of genome binding

Our model of the binding of DBFs along the genome can be likened

to an extended ‘‘musical chairs’’ contest. Imagine the eponymous

children’s game in which children (DBFs) circle a finite set of chairs

(genomic locations) and occupy the chairs in some configuration

at the end of each round (sample a valid binding configuration for

the genome). Further imagine that the children are grouped into

teams (multiple copies of the same DBF) of different sizes (con-

centration levels); as a consequence, a team with more children

(higher concentration) will occupy more chairs than a team with

fewer children (lower concentration), all other things being equal.

Finally, imagine that no chair is removed after each round,

allowing an extended contest to proceed indefinitely.

In this extended contest, we record how often each chair is

occupied by each team over time, resulting in an ‘‘occupancy dis-

tribution’’ for each chair. By considering these occupancy distri-

butions across all chairs, we obtain an aggregate summary for each

team, which we call an ‘‘occupancy profile.’’ Our model is almost

perfectly analogous, but is more complicated in that we assume

each DBF occupies some number of consecutive nucleotides along

the genome, and exhibits varying preferences for different loca-

tions in the genome according to its sequence specificity. Because

of this last point, the various valid binding configurations will be

sampled with different frequency, with more energetically favor-

able configurations being sampled more frequently.

Efficient software for exact computation of ensemble-averaged
occupancy profiles

We can represent the probability over valid binding configurations

in the thermodynamic ensemble using a graphical model called a

Boltzmann chain. A Boltzmann chain is a generalization of a

hidden Markov model (HMM) in which values associated with state

transitions and sequence emissions need not be normalized prob-

abilities, but can be arbitrary non-negative numbers. This gener-

alization allows for easier incorporation of information related to

binding energy and concentration, but retains the convenient

property of HMMs that exact posterior inference of genome oc-

cupancy can be performed efficiently using dynamic program-

ming. Consequently, running time scales linearly with the length

of the input sequence.

We have implemented this exact posterior inference of ge-

nome occupancy in our COMPETE software package. COMPETE

can process entire yeast chromosomes being bound by hundreds of

DBFs in a matter of minutes. To illustrate its usefulness and gen-

erality, in what follows, we present a series of examples illustrating

distinctive features of our model of genome binding, along with

demonstrations of how our model of DBF competition improves

both TF positioning and nucleosome positioning genome-wide.

These are all computed using COMPETE applied to the genome

sequence of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, with binding spec-

ificities of DBFs determined by recent in vitro methods (Kaplan

et al. 2009; Zhu et al. 2009).

This last point is quite important: By using binding specific-

ities of TFs (Zhu et al. 2009) and nucleosomes (Kaplan et al. 2009)

bound to naked DNA at low concentrations and in isolation of

other factors, our model is able to distinguish between the in-

herent binding specificities of DBFs (which COMPETE takes as

input) and the consequent locations that DBFs take up along the

genome when in competition with one another (which COMPETE

produces as output). In particular, methods that use TF or nucle-

osome specificities based on in vivo binding locations (such as

those of Harbison et al. 2004 or Segal et al. 2006) will be unable to

resolve the relative contributions of inherent sequence specificity

versus the consequences of competitive binding.

Competition with transcription factors affects nucleosome
occupancy

Direct competition between DBFs is an important guiding force in

determining genome occupancy. The result of this competition

depends on several factors, including concentration and sequence

preferences of the DBFs involved, along with steric hindrance be-

tween nearby DBFs, all of which are accounted for in our approach.

As one example, although nucleosomes and TFs may in some cases

simultaneously bind the same stretch of DNA, their binding is

primarily mutually exclusive. A consequence of this mutual ex-

clusion is that nucleosome positions along on the genome are

a result not only of inherent nucleosomal sequence preferences,

but also competition with TFs and other DBFs.

In Figure 1, we present an example showing how the binding

of TFs can position nucleosomes more stably along the genome (by

stable, we mean that a nucleosome appears in a well-defined lo-

cation, as opposed to in one of a few different translated locations).
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Depicted is the region surrounding the GAL1-GAL10 promoter on

chromosome II. In the top panel is the occupancy profile in which

nucleosomes compete for positions along the genome without any

other DBF competitors (as in the models of Segal et al. 2006; Kaplan

et al. 2009). As is evident, nucleosome positions are largely am-

biguous in this region, owing to a significant degree of uncertainty

regarding how the nucleosomes are translated along the genome.

In contrast, the bottom panel reveals how nucleosomes are posi-

tioned far more stably once the binding of Gal4 is taken into

account. The strong binding of Gal4 to its cognate sites in the

GAL1-GAL10 promoter (and even to a site within the coding re-

gion of GAL1) helps to establish nucleosome ‘‘boundaries.’’ These

boundaries, in turn, reduce the probability of the various trans-

lational modes of the nucleosomes and thus increase their stability

at specific locations.

In Figure 2, we present another example showing how the

binding of TFs can displace nucleosomes from the genome.

Depicted is the region surrounding the GTR1 promoter on chro-

mosome XIII. In the top panel again is the occupancy profile in

which nucleosomes compete for positions along the genome

without any other DBF competitors. Nucleosome positions at the

left are somewhat ambiguous, but become more stably positioned

to the right. Five to six reasonably stably positioned nucleosomes

can be seen, starting near the start codon of YML122C. In contrast,

Figure 1. Transcription factor binding can stabilize nucleosomes. Shown are DBF occupancy profiles. The x-axis is the genome position, and the y-axis is
the probability of occupancy. Plots with each legend color indicate the probability of the respective DBF occupying each position. The orange line
underneath each plot represents the genome; oriented arrows demarcate coding regions of genes according to SGD (Cherry et al. 1998); colored boxes
denote strong TF binding site matches according to MacIsaac et al. (2006). (A) Including only nucleosomes and unbound genomic sequence yields an
occupancy profile similar to existing nucleosome-only positioning models like that of Segal et al. (2006). In this genomic region, the degenerate nature of
nucleosome sequence preferences leads to significant uncertainty of nucleosome positioning. (B) Addition of Gal4 yields a strikingly different nucleosome
occupancy profile, revealing stable nucleosome positioning. As Gal4 strongly binds its annotated binding sites, nucleosomes are outcompeted at those
locations, and ‘‘boundaries’’ are established. These boundaries reduce the feasibility of nucleosome translation, so nucleosome positions coalesce into
more stable locations in response.

Figure 2. Transcription factor binding can displace nucleosomes. The promoter region of GTR1 is known to contain high-affinity binding sites of Pho4
and Nrg1, as well as several of Pho2. (A) An occupancy profile including only nucleosomes depicts five to six reasonably well-positioned nucleosomes
beginning atop the start codon of YML122C. (B) Addition of Pho4, Pho2, and Nrg1 to the model results in the displacement of several of the previously
bound nucleosomes, and the reduction of binding frequency of those remaining, to various extents. Additionally, a well-positioned nucleosome is
established near the 39-end of YML122C. The strong TF binding in this region precludes nucleosome repositioning upstream or downstream along the
sequence; the strongly bound TFs displace some nucleosomes and hem in the remaining others, resulting in their well-defined positions.

Competitive multi-factor binding of the genome
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the bottom panel reveals how nucleosomes are positioned once

the binding of Pho4, Pho2, and Nrg1 is taken into account. The

binding of Pho4, Pho2, and Nrg1 to sites in the GTR1 promoter

displaces the two nucleosomes that would otherwise reside there.

It also helps to stably position a nucleosome near the 39-end of the

coding region of YML122C and hems in a single nucleosome near

the 59-end. The strong binding of the TFs forms boundaries that

prevent nucleosomes from translating upstream or downstream;

instead, overall nucleosome occupancy in the region drops dra-

matically, illustrating the importance of modeling direct compe-

tition between nucleosomes and TFs.

Competition with nucleosomes affects transcription
factor occupancy

Just as existing nucleosome positioning models do not generally

take into account the binding of other DBFs, existing TF posi-

tioning models generally do not take other kinds of DBFs into

account. In particular, existing TF positioning models do not

generally consider competition with nucleosomes as ours does.

In Figure 3, we present an example demonstrating the role

that nucleosomes play in reducing the nonspecific binding of TFs

across the genome. Depicted is the region surrounding the SWI5

promoter on chromosome IV. In the top panel is the occupancy

profile when only Fkh2 and Mcm1 are included in the model.

Although the factors bind strongly to their annotated binding sites

within the promoter, a great deal of weaker binding can also be

observed. Of particular note is the fact that Mcm1 has a stronger

match to a binding site just upstream (to the right) of its annotated

site than it does to the annotated site itself. Because Fkh2 and

Mcm1 form a ternary complex with the DNA, we know that Mcm1

should bind immediately adjacent to Fkh2 more frequently. How

does the cell enforce this? Consider what happens when nucleo-

somes are included in the model, as shown in the bottom panel.

Now, the vast majority of nonspecific binding of both Fkh2 and

Mcm1 has been eliminated. In particular, because of direct com-

petition between Mcm1 and nucleosomes, the upstream Mcm1

binding site is now occupied much less frequently than the site

immediately adjacent to Fkh2, as expected.

Varying transcription factor concentration affects occupancy

The binding frequency of a DBF to a particular segment of DNA will

depend on its concentration. In Figure 4, we show an example in

which Gal4 and nucleosomes compete for binding sites in the re-

gion surrounding the GAL1-GAL10 promoter, at varying concen-

trations of Gal4. Gal4 is known to bind strongly to several binding

sites in this intergenic region (Giniger et al. 1985; Harbison et al.

2004), and our occupancy profiles recapitulate that behavior. At

very low concentrations (Fig. 4A), Gal4 only binds at low levels, and

essentially only at annotated binding sites, those being by defini-

tion the strongest in terms of sequence preference. An increased

value of the concentration parameter for Gal4 results in an in-

creased level of occupancy at the annotated binding sites (Fig. 4B),

along with occupancy at two additional sites that can now be bound

because of nucleosomal rearrangements introduced by strong

binding to the three annotated sites. At even higher concentrations,

additional sites start to become occupied (Fig. 4C). Throughout the

process, as Gal4 binds more sites with increasing concentration, the

nucleosome occupancy profile is dramatically reorganized. We can

plot the total level of Gal4 occupancy in the promoter as a function

of the log concentration parameter (Fig. 4D). The range of plausible

concentrations is quite small, including B but not likely extending

beyond the highlighted region of the overall occupancy versus

concentration curve (Fig. 4D, inset). Interestingly, several well-po-

sitioned nucleosomes continue to occupy their positions with little

change even as the increased concentration of Gal4 (C and beyond)

yields strong binding away from its annotated sites, reiterating the

importance of including nucleosomes in the model.

Binding cooperativity emerges implicitly by considering
competition explicitly

In addition to competing with one another, TFs are also known to

bind cooperatively in some instances. A few models have shown

Figure 3. Nucleosome binding attenuates nonfunctional transcription factor binding. (A) A profile using a model of only TFs and DNA yields many
(presumably nonfunctional) binding predictions throughout the genome. The binding of Fkh2 and Mcm1 is significant even away from their annotated
binding sites; Mcm1 even displays an upstream (to the right) binding occurrence stronger than at its annotated site. However, Fkh2 and Mcm1 form
a ternary complex with DNA and are known to bind adjacently to one another, making the observation of this additional, stronger, binding occurrence
somewhat curious. (B) Addition of nucleosomes yields a dramatically altered TF occupancy profile. Fkh2 and Mcm1 binding is notably diminished at sites
other than annotated binding sites, though not entirely eliminated. Additionally, the strong upstream Mcm1 binding event occurs at a much-reduced
level, now approximately half as frequently as that of the annotated Mcm1 binding site.
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the importance of TF cooperativity in establishing sharp expres-

sion patterns and have included explicit energetic ‘‘bonuses’’ to

model this cooperativity (Segal et al. 2008). These explicit bonus

terms may be added in our model, but binding cooperativity can

also arise in our model implicitly, even without the inclusion of

such terms. This can occur when multiple TFs are competing

against the same nucleosome for nearby binding sites. In such

a situation, the more frequently one of the factors is able to bind to

a site on the genome, the less often the competing nucleosome will

be present to occlude the binding of the other factor. This behavior

has been termed ‘‘collaborative competition’’ and observed ex-

perimentally (Miller and Widom 2003) and characterized mathe-

matically (Mirny 2009).

In Figure 5, we revisit the region surrounding the GTR1 pro-

moter, this time focusing on the binding of Pho4 at different

concentrations of Pho2. The top occupancy profile is computed at

a low Pho2 concentration; the bottom profile is computed at a

higher Pho2 concentration. Clearly, the higher Pho2 concentra-

tion will increase the overall occupancy of Pho2, but what is es-

pecially interesting is that it also increases the overall occupancy of

Pho4, even though the concentration of Pho4 is unchanged. This

is because as Pho2 increasingly binds sites in the promoter, it dis-

places nucleosomes from the promoter with greater frequency,

thereby providing greater access for Pho4 to bind, even at the same

level of Pho4. Indeed, we can plot Pho4 occupancy as a function of

Pho4 concentration, at each of the two Pho2 concentrations. The

occupancy is consistently higher across the entire range of Pho4

concentrations when Pho2 is present at the higher concentration.

This upward shift of the Pho4 curve with increasing concentration

of Pho2 is a form of binding cooperativity that has arisen entirely

implicitly.

Competitive occupancy of ARS sequences near origins
of replication

Our examples thus far have focused on TFs and nucleosomes

binding the genome, but DNA is occupied by a host of other

proteins and protein complexes as well. Among these is the

ORC, which is instrumental in the initiation of DNA replication.

Like TFs, ORC binds exclusively of other DBFs and has a DNA

sequence preference that guides its binding in yeast. However,

ORC’s sequence preferences are rather degenerate; scanning the

ORC motif across the entire genome without consideration of

other competing DBFs yields tens of thousands of matches (Breier

et al. 2004), although only a few hundred sites seem to be bound

by ORC or function as origins of replication in vivo (Raghuraman

et al. 2001; Wyrick et al. 2001). This suggests a role for competi-

tion with other DBFs, including TFs and nucleosomes, in guiding

ORC to functional replication origins. In particular, chromatin

is known to play a role in prereplicative complex formation at

origins of replication (Lipford and Bell 2001). Therefore, the ORC

and nucleosomes must be considered together, along with other

DBFs, to provide a full view of binding behavior at origins of rep-

lication.

Figure 6 provides occupancy profiles for the region of the

genome surrounding the well-studied ARS1 origin of replication.

ARS1 has experimentally verified binding sites for ORC and Abf1

(Marahrens and Stillman 1992). Chromatin arrangement in ARS1

is fairly well characterized and changes depending on the binding

of ORC (Lipford and Bell 2001). Our model is able to recapitulate

this experimentally observed occupancy of ARS1 in both the

presence and absence of ORC (Fig. 6A,B). In the presence of ORC,

the strong experimentally observed nucleosome occupancy adja-

cent to the Abf1 and ORC binding sites is recapitulated, as is the

nucleosome-free region between them. In the absence of ORC,

however, a nucleosome has shifted to cover the ORC binding site,

as was also observed experimentally.

DBF competition improves transcription factor binding
predictions genome-wide

To this point, we have shown examples of various phenomena that

are captured by our modeling framework, and we have done so by

Figure 4. Binding occupancy is highly dependent on factor concentration. (A) At low concentration, Gal4 binding is virtually nonexistent apart from
low levels of binding at its annotated binding sites. (B) As concentration increases, Gal4 binds strongly to its annotated sites, displacing nucleosomes there
and leading to the stabilization of flanking nucleosome positions, as also illustrated in Figure 1. This stabilization and reorganization allows Gal4 to bind at
two additional sites. (C ) Increasing Gal4 concentration further eventually leads to strong binding even away from its annotated sites. However, even at this
level, Gal4 cannot outcompete many of the strongly positioned nucleosomes, reiterating the importance of including many different DBFs concurrently in
the model. (D) Gal4 binding occupancy as a function of Gal4 concentration. Note how occupancy changes more slowly around the seemingly plausible
concentration used in B than in any other part of the overall occupancy versus concentration curve (inset), suggesting that while occupancy can be fairly
sensitive to concentration on the whole, the cell may sometimes be operating in ranges that are relatively less sensitive.
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focusing on specific loci. However, we expect that predictions of

genome-wide DBF positioning should also be improved by the

inclusion of competition between nucleosomes and large numbers

of TFs in our framework. To demonstrate this, we first examine the

effect of DBF competition on the prediction of TF binding genome-

wide; in the next section, we consider the effect on the prediction

of nucleosome binding genome-wide.

We analyzed the agreement between the binding of TFs

to yeast promoters genome-wide as determined experimentally

in vivo by ChIP with microarray hybridization (ChIP-chip) data

(Harbison et al. 2004), and as predicted computationally by

COMPETE under two settings: Each TF is modeled to bind by

itself versus doing so in competition with nucleosomes and 88

other TFs. The improvement in agreement with experimental

data under these two settings across 135 ChIP-chip experiments

is shown in Figure 7A, with examples of how this improvement

is computed for two particular factors shown in Figure 7, B and C.

A clear trend can be observed in this plot, in that the majority

of TF binding predictions either improve or behave similarly when

competition with nucleosomes and other TFs is introduced. Be-

cause the ChIP-chip data are known to be somewhat noisy and

might not always be a faithful representation of in vivo binding,

small changes are perhaps not that conclusive. Calling incon-

clusive those experiments where the absolute change for the best

of the four global concentration scalings is <0.025, ;69% of the

135 experiments showed a positive change, while only ;6% showed

a negative change. Changes are unlikely to always be positive be-

cause of numerous complications involved in modeling actual

in vivo DBF binding, including active chromatin remodeling, ex-

plicit binding cooperativity, and importantly, the challenge of

correctly specifying 90 different DBF concentrations. Noticeably,

the change is maximized at different concentrations for each TF,

highlighting the difficulty of solving the issue of robustly de-

termining appropriate DBF concentrations.

Figure 5. Cooperative binding emerges implicitly from explicit competition between DBFs. Revisiting the GTR1 promoter, cooperativity among Pho4
and Pho2 can be observed via mutual competition with nucleosomes, particularly the nucleosome positioned atop the annotated Pho4 site and Pho2 sites
adjacent to the strong Nrg1 binding site. (A) A profile of this region with a high concentration of Pho4 results in high occupancy of both Pho4 and Pho2. (B)
A similar profile but with decreased concentration of Pho4 results in decreased occupancy of both Pho4 and Pho2, and a resulting increase in the
occupancy of nucleosomes. (C ) A plot of Pho4 binding occupancy as a function of Pho4 concentration, at both high and low concentrations of Pho2. The
plot reveals that a higher concentration of Pho2 leads to higher occupancy of Pho4 at all concentrations of Pho4. Importantly, this cooperative effect is
purely a consequence of inclusion of nucleosomes into the model. That is, Pho4 and Pho2 have an implicitly cooperative effect due to joint competition
with the same nucleosome, as opposed to some explicit energetic cooperativity term.
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DBF competition improves nucleosome binding predictions
genome-wide

As we expect that nucleosomes and TFs will mutually improve one

another’s positioning predictions, we also analyzed the agreement

between the binding of nucleosomes across the yeast genome as

recently determined experimentally in vivo (Kaplan et al. 2009),

and as predicted computationally by COMPETE under two set-

tings: Nucleosomes are modeled to bind by themselves versus

doing so in competition with 89 TFs. To analyze our predictions,

we consider the improvement under these two settings of the

Spearman correlation between a ranked list of genomic regions

enriched and depleted for nucleosome occupancy with a list

of those regions ranked by predicted occupancy according to

COMPETE.

As shown in Figure 8, inclusion of competition with TFs is

clearly beneficial in predicting nucleosome occupancy across

a range of TF concentrations. This effect is demonstrated for vari-

ous thresholds used for extraction of enriched and depleted re-

gions and increases with the stringency of the threshold, as

expected. In all cases, as TF concentrations are increased, the im-

provement reaches a plateau and then diminishes; for low-strin-

gency thresholds, adding all 89 TFs at extremely high concentra-

tions is even deleterious. This is not surprising because at these

high concentrations, TFs are able to outcompete nucleosomes

even at many enriched locations. Nevertheless, the vast majority

of combinations of concentrations and stringency thresholds

show improved prediction of nucleosome occupancy genome-

wide when competition with TFs is incorporated.

Discussion
The extended ‘‘musical chairs’’ contest view of DNA occupancy

represents a fundamental shift in how DNA binding is typically

modeled, while conforming to how it is currently understood. The

simplifying assumptions often made in the past, such as discrete

binding, have not harmonized well with our understanding of the

thermodynamic nature of molecular interactions. By viewing

binding as dynamic, probabilistic, and

competitive, we move closer to our cur-

rent understanding of the process, as

revealed by numerous recent studies.

In particular, comprehension of

binding behavior at an aggregate scale

will facilitate mapping of binding to ex-

pression. Expression is a complex con-

tinuous signal resulting from many kinds

of input and is difficult to explain on a

large scale by a small number of strong

binding targets alone (Tanay 2006). Cap-

turing pervasive weak binding instances

may aid in our understanding of this con-

trol, allowing discovery of contributions

of transcriptional regulators for genes

whose involvement has been hitherto

unknown.

Some improvements may be made

to our approach that might boost its ac-

curacy and effectiveness without funda-

mentally altering its structure or applica-

tions. The largest immediate gain may be

made by developing a more robust tech-

nique for determining appropriate values of DBF concentrations.

Our concentration parameters are, in fact, a product of a true

concentration and an unknown energetic constant unique to each

DBF. Binding motifs (including those we use) are usually repre-

sented by position-specific scoring matrices (PSSMs), and each

PSSM is normalized to a probability by a normalization constant.

This normalization constant scales energies into probabilities.

Experimentally recovering the normalization constants so as to

convert the probabilities of PSSMs into energies is prohibitive.

Hence, we are developing a procedure to learn these constants

automatically, although doing so is nontrivial in the absence of

sufficient informative data. In the examples we presented, con-

centration parameters were chosen to recapitulate expected bind-

ing behaviors; namely, strong binding at literature annotated

binding sites without overwhelmingly strong binding elsewhere. A

suitable automated technique would attempt to likewise fit con-

centrations in such a way as to recapitulate existing nucleosome

occupancy maps as well as annotated TF binding locations. As

discussed elsewhere (Tanay 2006), ChIP-chip data contain in-

formation throughout the range of P-values and may be helpful to

guide TF concentration parameter selection. Additionally, several

experimentally determined or computationally predicted nucleo-

some positioning data sets exist at both genome-wide and locus-

specific resolutions (Segal et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2007; Whitehouse

et al. 2007; Shivaswamy et al. 2008; Kaplan et al. 2009). Training on

nucleosome data is difficult given the noisy nature of existing

nucleosome positioning data in conjunction with the mobility of

the nucleosomes themselves. However, taking nucleosome and

ChIP-chip data into account together may help to mitigate much

of this uncertainty and yield the robust estimates of concentration

that we desire.

Our modeling framework would allow wholly different

methods of representing DBFs to be used. As the various DBFs are

themselves modules of states, their specific implementation need

not be Boltzmann chains (see Methods). Their replacement may be

quite extreme, and our model could easily be converted into a

generalized Boltzmann chain. For example, our current nucleo-

some model could be replaced with any of various existing models

Figure 6. ORC and nucleosome binding at ARS1. The origin recognition complex (ORC) and chro-
matin play strong roles in the initiation of DNA replication. ARS1, an origin of replication in yeast, has
a well-characterized DNA occupancy structure including binding by ORC, nucleosomes, and the
transcription factor Abf1. This structure is observed to change in the absence of ORC binding, as can be
seen in Figure 2A of Lipford and Bell (2001). The Abf1 binding site annotation is taken from Marahrens
and Stillman (1992). The ORC binding site and sequence preferences are derived from Xu et al. (2006).
(A) The wild-type occupancy profile recapitulates the strong binding of nucleosomes adjacent to the
Abf1 and ORC binding sites, as well as the nucleosome-free region between them. (B) Without ORC
present, the occupancy profile depicts a shifted nucleosome over the top of the ORC binding site, as is
the case in the experimental observation of Lipford and Bell (2001).
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of nucleosome occupancy (Peckham et al. 2007; Field et al. 2008;

Yuan and Liu 2008). When considering this type of modification,

it should be noted again that models of in vitro sequence speci-

ficities are more appropriate than those obtained from in vivo data.

Our approach focuses on understanding the resultant genomic

binding occupancy given a set of DBFs and their inherent sequence

specificities. In vitro models are likely to be more reflective of in-

herent specificity (without the influence of competition and other

positioning pressures) than in vivo models. Indeed, our approach

may be understood to be attempting to understand (and output) in

vivo behavior in terms of in vitro inputs. For this reason, the se-

quence preferences used in our analyses are all in vitro where

available.

Because our approach yields a full posterior distribution,

we can sample from this distribution to answer increasingly

complex questions. For example, it is possible to determine the

frequency with which a given number of DBFs occupy sequence

in a particular orientation, either with respect to one another or

specified sequence elements, such as transcription start sites or

TATA-boxes.

More generally, our model of competitive multi-factor bind-

ing will be able to guide biological experiments by providing

testable hypotheses. Mutations may be introduced to both se-

quence and DBFs in our model to predict novel and experimentally

verifiable binding behavior. Experiments such as these may help

elucidate the true roles of TFs whose functionality is not entirely

known, or disambiguate the mechanism by which these roles arise.

As one such example, we can test whether a set of TFs that are

known to have a mutually cooperative relationship achieve this

cooperativity through explicit interactions with one another or

implicit cooperativity achieved via nucleosome displacement.

Methods

Boltzmann chains and model structure
Our approach is implemented via a Boltzmann chain (Saul and
Jordan 1995), a statistical framework that allows calculation of
posterior probabilities of all valid binding configurations under
a Boltzmann distribution. A Boltzmann chain is a generalization
of a hidden Markov model (HMM) that relaxes constraints on
transition and emission weights, allowing them to be any non-
negative real number. This characteristic lends itself well to our
system since binding energies and factor concentrations need
not be constrained to probabilities. Additionally, a system temper-
ature can be explicitly modeled with this framework, although in all
the results presented here, we have not used such a temperature.

As illustrated in Figure 9, our model is conceptually simple
and quite flexible and extensible. It consists of a central silent state,
from which transitions are possible to states that emit DNA not

bound by any factor or bound by one of any number of modeled
transcription factors, ORC, or a nucleosome, each of which, in
turn, returns to the central silent state. Unbound DNA is repre-
sented by a single state with emission probabilities reflecting ge-
nomic DNA content. TFs, ORC, and nucleosomes are ‘‘modules’’ of
several states. TFs are represented as one silent state transitioning
into two linear sets of states that proceed through the factor’s motif
in forward or reverse-complement orientations. Our TF motifs are
taken from position-specific scoring matrices (PSSMs) learned from
protein binding microarray data and trimmed according to an
information content threshold of 0.3 (Zhu et al. 2009), except for

Figure 7. DBF competition improves transcription factor positioning predictions genome-wide. COMPETE is used to predict mean probabilities of TF
binding in regions corresponding to probes from whole-genome ChIP-chip TF binding data (Harbison et al. 2004). The top and bottom 10% of regions as
scored by COMPETE are respectively labeled as positively and negatively-bound promoters. ROCs are then constructed for probe P-values using these
labels. The change in the area under the curve (AUC) of the ROCs is calculated between a model including only one TF and a model including that TF and
nucleosomes and all other TFs, at various TF concentrations. The concentrations of all TFs are set to the same multiple of their respective Kd; the value of Kd

for each TF is different and calculated from its PSSM, as in Granek and Clarke (2005). (A) Change in ROC AUC between TF-only and all TF and nucleosome
models, across concentrations. Each point represents a pair of whole-genome analyses, with and without nucleosomes and all other TFs, totaling 272
decodings of the entire genome and 1080 individual analyses. Positive values signify improvement. Experimental conditions for each ChIP-chip exper-
iment are given on the x-axis, with the best performing condition for each TF highlighted in blue. Most TF binding predictions either improve or behave
somewhat similarly when including nucleosomes. As it is likely that different concentration choices are appropriate for each TF, several concentrations are
included. Values of all points are given in Supplemental Table S1. (B) ROCs of Fkh2 ChIP-chip P-values with labels determined by binding probability as
predicted by COMPETE in the FKH2_H2O2Hi experiment, with a model including Fkh2, nucleosomes, and all other TFs (green), and a model including
Fkh2 alone (red). (C ) Same as B, but using the RDS1_YPD experiment with models including Rds1 in place of Fkh2.

Figure 8. Change in Spearman correlation with and without TFs. DBF
competition improves nucleosome positioning predictions genome-
wide. Enriched and depleted regions across the genome are extracted
from the in vivo experimental map of Kaplan et al. (2009) using different
stringency thresholds t, with all positions in enriched regions having ex-
perimental nucleosome occupancy greater than t and all positions in de-
pleted regions having experimental nucleosome occupancy less than �t.
The Spearman correlation is computed between the experimentally
measured nucleosome occupancy of the regions and the occupancy
predicted by COMPETE using nucleosome models with and without all 89
TFs of Zhu et al. (2009). The TF concentrations are all set to the same
multiples of their respective Kds. Each point corresponds to a pair of whole-
genome analyses, with and without all 89 TFs, totaling 12 decodings of
the genome and 60 individual analyses. The changes between Spearman
correlations of experimental data and COMPETE predictions with and
without nucleosomes are shown here, where positive values signify im-
provement. Inclusion of TFs is clearly beneficial to nucleosome positioning
across TF concentrations. This effect ranges in extent and is demonstrated
for various TF concentrations and various thresholds t. Raising TF con-
centrations to high levels imposes deleterious effects on nucleosome po-
sitioning, likely due to diminished nucleosome occupancy in competi-
tion with many different highly concentrated TFs. When TF concentrations
are kept below these high levels, TF inclusion aids significantly in nucleo-
some binding predictions. Values of all points are given in Supplemental
Table S2.
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the analyses of the GTR1 promoter, in which the PSSMs are taken
from MacIsaac et al. (2006). The ORC module consists of a PSSM-
based EACS+B1 motif (Xu et al. 2006) in either forward or reverse-
complement orientation. Our nucleosome model is a 147-position
dinucleotide HMM flanked by five positions of unbound sequence
on either side to enforce a minimum length of linker regions, as
described in Segal et al. (2006). However, we have constructed the
parameters of the dinucleotide model from recent in vitro nucle-
osome binding data (Kaplan et al. 2009), using more than 4.7
million sequences instead of the 199 used originally in Segal et al.
(2006). Following Kaplan et al. (2009), we replace the outermost 10
positions of either side of the 147-position model with background
distribution to avoid potential micrococcal nuclease sequence-
specificity biases. Thus, the final model has a 127-position di-

nucleotide core, flanked by 15 positions of background sequence
on either side.

Given the modular nature of our model, any combination of
DBFs may be represented, so our approach generalizes a wide range
of previous techniques. Inclusion of only one TF at a specific
concentration can reproduce results from GOMER (Granek and
Clarke 2005). Using only a few TFs results in a model similar to that
of Sinha (2006). A model with only nucleosomes recapitulates the
model described in Segal et al. (2006).

COMPETE: Implementing our model in efficient software

As with HMMs, posterior decodings of Boltzmann chains can be
calculated by the forward–backward algorithm (Rabiner 1989).

Figure 9. State transition diagram for Boltzmann chain implementation in COMPETE. Blue circular nodes are states and correspond to single nucle-
otides. Dashed circular nodes are silent states because they do not correspond to any nucleotide. Orange rectangular nodes are modules of states and
correspond to a sequence of nucleotides of some length. Edges represent probabilistic transitions between states, with transition probabilities labeled; to
reduce clutter, if a node has only one outbound edge, it is unlabeled (the probability is exactly 1). (A) At the highest level, the model represents each
position in the genome either as being in an unbound state or as being bound by one of any number of DNA binding proteins or protein complexes. For
instance, we might choose to model the genome as being bound by nucleosomes, the origin recognition complex (ORC), and k different transcription
factors (TFs). Each DBF is represented by a module of an appropriate length. Transition probabilities from the central silent state are proportional to
concentrations of the respective DBFs. (B) The nucleosome module consists of a symmetric dinucleotide model of length 147 flanked by 5 unbound
nucleotides on either end to enforce a spacing between nucleosomes of at least length 10. To reduce clutter, we do not represent the states within the
central module in this figure. (C ) The ORC module consists of a PSSM-based EACS+B1 motif of length 33 (Xu et al. 2006) in either a forward or reverse-
complement orientation (the origin might be on either strand, and we assume that each occurs with probability 1/2). (D) A TF module consists of a PSSM-
based motif of length w, a value that varies for each TF. Because a TF can bind to either strand, the w nucleotides arise either from the PSSM or from its
reverse complement, each with probability 1/2.
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COMPETE (Competitive Occupancy: Multi-factor Profile Evalua-
tion of a Thermodynamic Ensemble) implements this algorithm to
compute its occupancy profiles in a highly efficient manner. It uses
probability scaling with some slight mathematical extensions to
allow states other than the begin or end state to be silent, and it
breaks the traditional dependence between calculation of the for-
ward and backward tables that arises during usage of probability
scaling. Additionally, a prescan of transition weights allows the
calculation of only the non-zero elements of each table, those
corresponding to feasible state transitions. Our model connectivity
is especially sparse, so this particular optimization provides an
enormous performance boost. The software implementation,
written in C for speed, includes other practical optimizations, such
as multi-threading to allow simultaneous computation of the
forward and backward tables on multi-core systems. In terms of
performance, occupancy profiles of entire yeast chromosomes can
be computed in tens of minutes even when simultaneously using
nucleosomes and all TFs for which we have PSSMs (around 125).
The memory required to store the forward and backward tables is
the only practically limiting resource, and this can easily be alle-
viated by periodically writing the tables to disk as they are being
computed.

Genome-wide analysis of transcription factor binding

Several steps are involved in carrying out our analysis of the
genome-wide effect of DBF competition on TF binding. First, the
mean probability of starting a binding site for a given TF is calcu-
lated for every region corresponding to the ChIP-chip probes of
Harbison et al. (2004) across the genome. Under the premise that
high probability regions should correspond to bound promoters
and low probability regions should correspond to unbound pro-
moters, the top and bottom 10% of regions by mean predicted
binding probability are labeled as bound and unbound, re-
spectively. These top and bottom 10% sets are selected by setting
thresholds scaled against the maximum value in the genome, and
contain either the points above (or below, for the bottom set) that
threshold or the 20 highest (or lowest) points, whichever is larger.
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is then con-
structed for the probe P-values using the aforementioned labels.
The area under the curve (AUC) of the ROCs is used as a measure of
binding prediction. The change in these AUCs is calculated (by
subtraction) between a model including only one TF, and a model
including that TF in competition with nucleosomes and 88 other
TFs, at various TF concentrations. Intersecting the set of TFs from
the Harbison et al. (2004) ChIP-chip data set with those for which
PBM binding motifs exist in Zhu et al. (2009) yields 67 TFs and 135
binding experiments for which this change can be computed. Al-
though only these 67 TFs are analyzed for this metric, all 89 TFs
from the PBM data of Zhu et al. (2009) are included in the com-
petition model.

The choice of TF concentrations is a difficult challenge, in
that allowing 89 TFs to compete for binding sites along the genome
at once implies the need for selection of 89 different concentration
parameters. Selecting these parameters independently can result in
excessive parameter tuning or over-fitting. However, cross-valida-
tion strategies for learning these parameters from data present
their own complications because they would require searching in
an 89-dimensional real concentration parameter space, even set-
ting aside the many additional parameters relating to binding
specificity that could be optimized. To address these challenges
and simplify the TF concentration parameter space to a one-
dimensional subspace, we first calculate the Kd of each TF’s PSSM,
as detailed in Granek and Clarke (2005). Each TF’s concentration is
then set to its Kd multiplied by a single global scaling factor, using

the same factor for all TFs. To simplify the space of concentrations
further, only six discrete values ({2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64}) are used in-
stead of the full range of real values for this global scaling factor. By
setting concentrations for all TFs to be the same multiple of their
respective Kds, the probability of each TF binding its consensus site
is equal under a simple scan of the motifs across the genome
without any competition.

Genome-wide analysis of nucleosome binding

The experimental map of in vivo nucleosome positions is the YPD
map taken from Kaplan et al. (2009). Following Kaplan et al., we
identify maximal regions along the genome of at least 50 consec-
utive nucleotides in which the nucleosome occupancy of each
position in the region is either greater than some threshold t (for
enriched regions) or less than �t (for depleted regions). These re-
gions are then sorted by their mean nucleosome occupancy as
experimentally determined, as well as by their mean nucleosome
binding probability as computed by COMPETE, to produce a pair of
ranked lists. The Spearman correlation between the experimental
ranking and the ranking produced by COMPETE is then computed
under two settings: one in which COMPETE models nucleosomes
to bind the genome in isolation, and one in which it models them
to bind in competition with 89 TFs whose in vitro specificities are
known (Zhu et al. 2009). The TF concentrations in the competition
setting are globally scaled by multiples of their respective Kd, as
discussed above. The improvement in Spearman correlation under
the two settings for various global scalings and various choices of
threshold parameter t is computed in each case by subtraction.
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